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The Editor has invited me to reply in a single article to the 1992 papers by Martin and Martin &
Matthiessen published in this volume. The time allowed has been very short, but for reasons
given below I do not think it would in any case have been appropriate to reply at length. I will
consider the two papers in turn.

1. Martin's 'Price of reply'

Martin acknowledges (foourote 1) that his 'Price of reply' paper was written in a context where
the Editor of the Journal ol Linguistic had dedined to consider for publication in that irumal
{for reasons of length) the paper that Matthiessen & Martin had written in response to my 1988
review of Halliday's Intrduction to Functiotul Gramttur (1985, henceforth IFG). In this oontext
it is not unnatural that Martin should have wanted to qcver some of the same grotrnd in another
PaPer. The crrrent c\ontext, however, is one where the Matthiessen & Martin paper has been
published: it appeared in the 1991 volume of the present trumal - whictr also crrntained my
reply. In these cirormstances, I am unable to see the iustification for publishing the ,Price of
lgPlyl paper in its present form: it wastefully repeats the criticisms of my 198& disctrssion of
Halliday's concePt of Theme and fails to address the answers to those criticisms made in my 191
paper. For this reason I will make my reply a short one.

Martin castigates my review as belonging to what he calls the ,dismissal genre,, whose ,basic
atgumentative stratery ... involves recasting another's work in one's own terms (usually under
the guise of simply making "intelligible" or "explicit" what another rholar must have meant)
and then rendering it absurd with respect to one's own "in-house" criteria' (S1). The example
given of my alleged adoption of this strategy is that of my discussion of Theme - more
partiadarly my focus on its interpretation as 'what the clause is about'. I simply reject the
dnrge that I have necast Halliday's work in my own terms: he himself repeatedly explains
Theme in terms of 'aboutness'. I made this point in my 1991 reply (p. 97), glvngeleven examples
hom as many pages of IFG (3$44) of the terms 'about' or 'conem/crcncemed, used to eryiain
Theme. The quotations are repeated here [with emphasis added]:

(1) i [One of three broad definitions of the traditional concept of Subiect] could be
rurnrnarised as [...]that whidr is the CONCERN of the message

i i rhe message lin t'rrs ta,pot my aunt utas giwtt by the dr*e, where the
psydtofoeical subject is this tapotl is a message CONCERNING the teapot

iii Psydtological Subixt meant'that whidr is the CONCERN of the message'
iv In rftt's turyt my aunt uns giwn bg the duke, the psyctrolog@l subject is thrs

tupot. That is to say, it is 'this teapot' that is the CONCERN of the message
- that the speaker has taken as point of embarkation of the clause

v The Theme [...] is what the message is CoNCERNED with: the point of
departur,e for what the speaker is going to say
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vi The Theme is the element which serves as the point of departure of the
message; it is that with whidr the dause is CONCERNED

vii The Theme is the starting-point for the message: it is what the clause is going
to be ABOUT

viii There is a difference in meaning between a hatfparng is the srrulleit Engtislr
cotn,-where t halfpatny is Theme ('I'll tell you AnOUr a halfpenny'), and ne
snulla�t English coin is a halt'pnng, where the smallat English coin is
Theme (,I'll tell you ABOUT the snrallest English coin')

ix So the meaning of. ulut the ihy'.e gaae my eint uns tlut tapot is something
like 'I am going to tell you ABOUT the duke's gift to *y a,rti [...]'. C-ontrast
this with fie ih*e gaw mg aunt ilrat t@w4 where thi meaning is ,I am
going to tell yol something ABOUT the duke,

(The term Theme' 9ol tgt aPPear in ti)-(iii) because Halliday introduces the crcncept under the
traditional label of Subject, more specifically 'psychological Subject': the reiabelling of
psydrological Subiect as Theme takes place on p. SS.;

Martin implicitly criticises me for not discussing the piece of texhral analysis presented in IFG,s
Appendix 1, but here too we find the same kind of formulatisr:

(2) i TheTheme [of dause 1] isdn this j&:'I'm going totell youAB9UT thejob that
has to be done' (p.?AZ)

i i Clause 2 has a two-Part Theme: oontinuative noar meaning 'relevant
information crcming' and topical srluer meaning 'I'm goinglo tell you ABOUT
silver' (p. 349)

i i i Thematic prominence is speaker-oriented: it erpresses 'what I am on ABouT,
(p. 358)

Note the prominent position of these quotations in the appendix. (i) and (ii) deal with the first
two dauses in the tert being analysed, and as such provid-e a model for the later clauses. Thus
(ii) continues: 'This is switched in Clause 3 to frre people that bug silver - the customers';
Halliday does not gloss-this as 'I'm going to tell you about the ieople that buy silver, the
customers', presumably because that would be unnecessarily, unpioductively repetitive. But
there is nothing in the appendix to suggest that he would not'regard that kind'of e)gl"r,.tion ",
appropriate for all the topical Themes in the passage.l

Furthermore, the explanation of Theme in terms of aboubress is to be found in Halliday's writings
99- - early stage of his work in this area: compare the following quotations from Hallidiy
t7967:272-273):

(3) i 'theme' means 'what I am talking ABour' (or ,what I am talking ABour
nou/)

i i The theme is what is being talked ABOUT, the point of departtrre for the
dause as a message

i i i In a non-polar interrogative, for example, the WH- item is by virhre of its
being a wI- ilern the point of departure for the message; it is precisety what
is being tatked ABOUT

iv Given that ulut ilid J&n se? means 'fohn saw something and I want to lnow
the identity of that something', the theme of the message is that there is
something the speaker does not know and that he wantsio know; the rest of
the message is erplanatory comment ABOUT this derrrand: '(as for) what I
want to know (it) is the interpretation of the "something' that ]ohn saw,

v These [sc he-subject in declaratives and the finite verbal element in polar
interrogatives] represent, in the unmarked case [i.e. when they are unmarked
Theme], 'what the dause is ABOUT,

Martin's dtarge that I have 'recast 
[Halliday's] work in [my] own terms' is quite unfot'rded.

What I have done is to take the erplanation that Halliday himsetf gives of rt " " and argue
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that there ane nutnerous instanoes of Theme that cannot reasonably be said to have the fkind o0
meaning ascribed to it in these quotations. Why should sudr a line of argument be castigated as
improper?

S-9.1 9f Martin'9 PaPer aims to 'unpack 
[my] reappropriation strategy in more detail'. He claims

that I take Halliday's ideas out of context ana 
-transtate 

them into another framework, more
specifically that I 'rewor*' Theme as the more traditional notion of topig this is said to involve
a 'reductive distortion of Halliday's position in four key respects'i 1i; it restricts Theme to
lopical Therne, (ii) it restricts Theme to participant functions, iiii) it crmflates the concepts of
Theme and Rheme with Given and New. (iv) ifexcludes unmarked Themes. I will @in with
(iv), then turn to (iii), and firnlly to (i) - what is said there will make it nnnecessary-to deal
with (ii) explicitly.

Urunarked Theme. The issue here ooncems dre interpretation of clauses like

(4) i My wife couldn't stl;nil the dog
i i She br*e it

Acording to IFG these have respectively my wife and she as Theme, and the Theme is trnmarked
- in ocntrast to dauses like Ile dog my wile couldn't stand, where he dog is marked Theme.
Given that Theme is explained as in (1)-(3), it is legitimate to interpret-the IFG analysis as
sayrng that these examples are about the referents of my wife andstre. In my review I queitioned
the correctness of this account: my position was that this crrnstnrction does not grarlmaticalise
the ooncept "what the [utterance of the] clause is about", that sudr clauses can be "sea i" contexts
where the speaker is talking primarily about the referents of dre ilog and ft, as well as in
contexts where the speaker is talking primarily about the referents of my wife and she. This is a
disagreement about th_e_use or interpretation of such examples: I can'f see how it quatifies as
teductive co'option'. Where we do find co-option, 're@sting another's work in one's own terms
[...]and then rendering it absurd', is when Martin writes:

(51 Note that what Huddleston is arguing here is that in texts 9, 70,12, and 13 above
[texts cited and dinrssed in the 'Price of repty' paper] the fact that the material
recognized by Halliday as Theme is realised initially is not significant

That is a mmplete misrepresentation of what I said. To say that "what the clause is about" is
not grammaticalised is not to say that the order of elements has no significance. That I do not
subscribe to the Position attributed to me in (5) is apparent from sucfr passages as the following
(Huddleston 1984:M7):

(6) Although we argued i^2.2.1that the subiect [whicfr is unmarked Theme in
declarative dausesl cannot be defined as the element identifying the topic, it is
nevertheless more dosely ccrelated with the topic ttran are other elements of clause
stnrcttrre. Thus given an activepassive pair like Kim intentianni! RoDrn and Robin
uns intentianteil by Kim (spoken with the main shess on the last word), then the first
is likely to be constnred as being primarily about Kim, the second abotrt Robin

To say that there is not a one-to{ne corre:lation between subirt or urururked Therne and "what
the dause is about" is not to say that there is no significant correlation at all.

Conflation of Theme vs Rheme with Given vs New. Martin says that it is ,clearr drat I expect
ttte toPic notion 'to do-the erplanatory work distributed across Therre ^ Rheme and (Given) ^
New stntctule in Halliday's model; [my] position in other words involves an appalent conflation
of (in systemic terms a mnfusion of) the concepts of Halliday's Theme and liheme with Given
and New'. This allegation is based on my remarks, cited here in (8), about the question-answer
disoouse example (7):

A What's the nant boss like?
B She semts O.K

(7) i
i i
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(8) One very oounterintuitive consequence of Halliday's aralysis is that natural question-
answer pairs more often than not have a change of theme. Thus in the exdnnge [(7)]
the answer will be analysed as being about the new boss, but the question won't - its
Theme is what. (1988:159)

Martin writes:

(9) Halliday's interpretation of (Given) ^ New stmcture, as realised by intonation, is not
mentioned by Huddleston in spite of the fact that it provides a perfectly straight-
forward erplanation of the sequence of constihrents in the reply: the question asks for
information about the boss and this information is placed tast in the response where it
can be realised prosodically as unmarked news

It is difficult to see how my failure to mention the Given ^ New stnrcture when dimssing the
Theme of (7) can be taken as evidenoe that I am confusing Them*Rherne with Given-New. The
/FG analysis of (ii) has she as Theme, and here I have no quarrel with the claim that the
utterance is about the refercnt of the Theme. My disagreernent c\cncems (i): the IFG analysis has
ulut as Theme, whereas my point was that it is natural to interpret A's question as being about
the new boss, so that if the Theme express€s what the dause is abo.rt, in accordance with (1)-(3),
one would expect the nant Doss to be Theme. (Note that Martin himself says, in (9), 'the question
asks for information ABOUT the boss'.) Yet the prosodically unmarked reading of (i) has the
tonic on boss, making the nan, Eoss New on the IFG analysis: if I were conflating Theme (the
element expressing what the dause is about) with Given, I wouldn't be saying that the Theme
was the nau boss. Far from providing 'deay' evidence of a onfusion between Theme and Given,
(8) thus shows that those conc€pts are not being conflated. Notice, moreover, that the allegation
is a serious one: Halliday has made mudr of the important distinction between Therne and Given
from the beginning of his writings in this area, and no one who had made more than the most
cursory study of his work coutd fail to be aware of it.

The same allegation was made by Matthiessen & Martin (19l^7:4243) and refuted in my reply
(1991:98-99). ln their respons€ (Martin & Matthiessen 1992) they admit they were wrong: 'We

mistakenly assumed that intonation played a role in Huddleston's interpretation of topic in
[(7)]'. But if they acknowledge that to have been a mistake, what possible justification can
there be for Martin's repeating it in the 'Price of reply' paper? The discussion in the last
paragraph shows that there were no grounds for making the allegation in the first place, but to
rePeat it, knowing it to be based on a mistaken interpretation of my review, seems to me
inexctrsable.2

Metafunctional restriction on Theme. Martin argues that my position 'involves a restriction of
Halliday's Theme to topical Theme. lnterpersonal and textual Themes are not recognized since
they are not what the dause is about'. There are several points to be made in response to this
dnrge.

The fust point is that Halliday himself gives no hint whm presenting the explanations of
Theme cited in (1) that they might be intended to apply only to topical Theme. Martin quotes
the passage from IFG:39 where Halliday explains why he prefers the Theme-Rheme
erminology over Topic{anment:

(10) The label 'TopiC uzually refers to only one partictrlar kind of Theme (see section 3.5
below [where he introdues the term topical Theme for it])3

This passage occurs early in the Theme chapter - on the second page, in the paragraph
following that containing (lvi). Note that having opted for Theme in preference to Topic on the
grounds that it is not restricted to topical Theme, Halliday continues to explain Theme in
general in terms of abo.rtness. Thus (lvii) occrrn iust eleven lines below (10): in such a context, the
natural interpretation is that (lvii) applies to Theme in general, not iust one particular kind of
Theme. When, fifteen pages later, he distinguishes ideational, interpersonal and textual
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Themes and introduces the term topical Theme for the first of these, the explanation given is
simply that topical Theme 'corresponds fairly well to the element identified as "topic" in topic-
@mment analysis' (p. 54). He does not offer any explication here or elsewhere of what is meant
by'topic'in topic-omment analysis (beyond what I have quoted in note 3), and does not strggest
that the earlier explanations offered for Theme are intended to apply only to the topical
Theme. Note in this crrnnection that in the earlier work cited above the mncept of aboutness is
explicitly invoked in dirtrssing interpersonal Themes - s€e (3iii-v).

Martin criticises me for crcnctntrating on the explanation in terms of 'aboutness' rather than'point of departure', with the implication that the latter is more general, the former restricted
to topical Therne ('interpersonal and textual Themes are not recognized since they are not what
dre dause is about'). But that is not how the rwo erplanations are presented in IFG: they are
simply presented in apposition - see (1iv)-(1vii), with 'conc€rn-' coming before 'point of
dqarttrre' in the first two quotations, and the order reverred in the second two; in two cases they
are orthographically related by a colon, in one by a dash. The natural interpretation of these
quotations is that 'aboubress/@ncem' and 'point of departure' do not represent different semantic
prcperties of Theme but are different formulations of a single property. It is thus not valid to
durge that in foctrssing on aboutness I am restricting the smpe of Theme io qre zubt1pe.

A second point is that even if Halliday intended that the abor.rtness/qoncem erplanations should
apply only to topical Themes it would be perfectly proper for me to focuJ attention on the
validity of that explanation of topical Theme. The topical Theme is arguably the most aentral
or Protot)?ical kind of Theme in Stnrctural-Functionat Grammar. In the first place, the topical
Theme is obligatory, whereas the others are optional: 'There is always an ideaiional element in
the Theme. There may be, but arre not necessarily, interpersonal and/or textual elements as well'
(IFG:53). In the second place, the topical Theme marks the end of the Theme: non-ideational
elements are part of the Theme if and only if they precede the topical Theme. My review made
dear that IFG has multiple Themes with nbn-ide.iiirnd components, and hence I cannot see how
questioning the account in terms of 'aboutness' of the (underlined) topical Themes in such
examples as (11) involves cooptive reduction:

(11) i Nothing will satisfy gou
i i You coulil buy a bar of dtocolate like this lor & before the war

iii There's a fallacy in your argument

! have already drawn attention to Halliday's remark that the topical Theme ,corresponds
fairly well to the element identified as 'topic' in topic-<omment analysis'; the only ia.to.
mentioned that could account for the 'fairly well' qualification is the one quoted above, that
topic is often used as a cover term for Theme and Given. Halliday does not suggest that the
correspondence is only fairly good because he has a quite different understanding of ;iboutngss, -
one where (lli-iii) can be said to be about "nothing", 'you" and 'there". Note ttrat in earlier
work Halliday actually used the term 'topic' to erplain Theme - see (16) below. We have now
had three PaPers - Matthiessen & Martin 191, Martin 1992, Martin & Matthiessen 1992 -
dealing with my review; togrcther they amount to some 120 pages and a considerable proportion
of the space is devoted to Tg ", but they have not addressed the problem of reconciting ffC's
acount of Theme in terms of abq.rtness with sudr examples as (11).

Instead they criticise me for not taking up the acrount in terms of 'point of departtrre, on the
grounds that 'it is not dear that "point of departure" or 'stafiing-point" can sustain an
interpretation that is independent of syntactic sequence'. My diffictrlty is in seeing how the
daim that Theme expresses the point of deparhre for the message might be falsifiible what
sort of evidence muld in principle crctrnt against it. As it happens, an example in Martin 1992
prcvides an opportunity to take up this issue of falsifiability. This is because- it involves what I
am confident is a mistake with respect to t}te syntactic analysis:

(12) anil it seneil likelg tlnt an elenent utlidr had been quiacent within it lor yurc -
the element of inaponsfuIe administratiue power - uns about to becomi its-
predominant characterisfrc [= 1441in's (9k)]
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Likelg is 'treated as a marked Theme realising Theme predication (Halliday 1985:60)'.

The ft seemed likely that construction is quite differmt, however, both syntactically and

se6antically, from Halliday's Theme predication. The account of Theme predication in IFG is

given on pp 59{1. It begins:

(13) There is qre further stmctural pattem that fiequently contributes to the thematic

organization of the clause, and that is internal predication of the form it + be + ..., as

tn-it's lorx that mokrs he unrlil go round. Such instanc€s aFe known in some formal
grarnmars as'deft sentences'

Theme predication is a marked construction; clauses belonging to this construction are

systemi&lly related to unmarked clauses (unmarked on this dimension, that is) ladring the il +

be:

(14) i he queefl seflt mg uncle that lutstand
i i it uns the queen uko sent my uncle f,r'at hatstanil

tunrna*edl
[Theme predicated]

The IFG account relates the Theme predication construction to the intonationally realised

Given-New structure. The intonationally unmarked reading of (i) has that hatstand as New,

with dre quen sefit my uncle (whictr includes the Theme) as Given, but it would be possible, in a

marked reading to place the toNric accent on quen in order 'to make the queen the item of news',

and in this case the New element is'mapped on to the Theme'. Halliday goes on to observe that

this, being a marked oombination, 'tends [...] to be contrastivs it was the queerr who sent it, not

the local antique dealer'. He crcntinues:

t15) In order to make it explicit that this, and nothing else, is the news value of this

particllar information unit, the speaker is likely to use the predicated form it ups
'the 

queen a/ro ....This has the effect of creating a local structure it uns ... within

which the tonic accent is in its unmarked place, at the end

A similar but somewhat fuller account is given in Halliday (7957:2%-239)- compare:

(16) Predication [...] is exemplified by it ans J&n uho br*e he winilow; it is thus
realized as an equati.re ltmct.ue, with it ... trto br*e the window as identified, lohn
as identifier, the relator being again the class 2be. Themeaning is thus very dose to

that of an identifying clause with the sequence identifier-identified, Jdrn uns the

one uho br*e the window, both being related to / /lotvt broke the wtndow / / [a tone

group with tqric acc\ent on!&n) and differing fran it in respectof only one feature.

Sttr.t13{ty predication maps the function of identifier on to that of theme, Fving
o6plicit prominence to the therne by exdusion: Jotrn and nobody else' is under

oonsideration. There is however a difference between a dause with predicated therne

and an identifying clause, in the meaning of the highliglrting involved. In. identifi

cation the prorninence is oognitive 'tohn and nobody else broke the window'; wheleas in

predication it is thematic 'fohn and nobody else is the topic of the sentenoe'

He goes on to discuss the difference between the predicated Theme constmction and marked

Theme without Predication:

(17) The difference between his arlier nozrcIs I'tn rud and it's his arliet nowls I'tte

rail isagain one of the t'?€ of prominence the former implies the contrast 'but his

later on& I know nothing about' [...], whereas the latter is not ognitively contrastive

and means simply 'thes€ at€ the ones I'm talking about'

[Note that we have here yet another example of Halliday explaining f!T" in terms of

"bo.rtr,"t - and it follows shortly after (15), where Theme is explained as toPic.l

A

(1
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(12) is quite different from (14ii) and all the other examples of Theme predication: it does not
contain the De that is an indispensable part of the realiiation of that c\cnstruction, it does not
express identification (likelg is Attribute, not ldentifier), and it does not stand in the same
relation to an unmarked counterpart as (laii) does to (rei): the only candidate is fftat an element
which hail been quiescen-t within it lor gears - the element oi inesponsible ailministratiue
power - was about.t.o become .i.ts preitomitunt characteristic siemed lkely, but the relation
between this and (12) is quite different To9 is nothing in IFG to sanction 

-the 
analysis of l*.ely

as predicated Theme ol as any other kind of Theme. * it is nevertheless likelg that express€s
he point-of departtrre for the clause, it follows that we have here an example rrriere Theme andpoint of departure do not omelate. Is this something Martin is willing to acrcept, or will he want
to revise the interpretation of (12) or else the account of the formal reatisation'of Theme?

Martin writes with great bittemess and animosity about what he terms the dismissal genre. As
noted, he defines trt ry involving 'recasting atrothet's work in one's own tems lusualty under
the.guise of simply 34i"g 

-inteiligible' oi "erglicit" what another scfiolar must have meant)
and then rendering it absurd with respect to one's own 'in-house" criteria,, but the chaage thai
my dixtrssion of Theme involves misrepresentatiqr and reappropriation has no substanoe. As his
PaPer Progresses, one c\cmes to have the impression that he understands 'dismissal, in a mucl
broader sense. In the final section he says that 'Halliday's own respons€ to dismissals over theyears-.has generally been to ignore them ompletely andget on with his own wolt,, implying asignificant number of sudt works. In dris cnniext Maltin {uotes my reference to ,the unanswered
criticisms of Bazell 7973:207', implying that Bazell's r".,ie* Iikewise belongs to the dismissalgenre. The section of the levi9w dealing with Halliday's paper (tgz)) is short"enough to quote in
full here and relevant to clarifying whai Martin means by aismissal:

(18) I found MA.|. Halliday's csrtribution on 'Ianrguage stnrcture and langgage functiqr,(141-165) rather bafiling despite interesting observations. For insan& t coura not at
all follow the argument that in an Englistr interrogative sentence the ,theme, is a'request for information' (161). Halliday qcntinues: ,Hence we put first, in an
interrogative dause, the element that cnntains this request forjnformation: the
polariry-carrying^element in a yes-no question and thequestioning element in a ,wh-,
question, as in (30)

(30) i didn't (sir christopher wren build this gazebo?)
i i how many gazebos (ilitl Sir Christopho Wren builil?)

The zuggestion isthat 'in English there is a definite awareness of the meaning
expressed by putting something i" q"tt position in the clause'. But zurely this-is just
circular: the ONLY neason for regardingEnglish as different frorn many ottrer
languages in what it treats as theme is precisely the initial position oi t5"
wtbracketed Part of the sentences above. The thlme would even have to be different in
DiiI Sir Cnriitopher Wran not builit fltis gazfio?, which for me at least it q"it"
synonymcus with Halliday's first example. One aumot DERNE the theme in English
in terms of initiat positian and then EXPLAIN how it comes to be in this pcition b:y a
Pectdiat English-awareness! Any zuggestion so implausible at first sight as the
zuggestion tlr8it ilidn't could be the thenre of an f:nglistr sentenc€ - it is, on the face of
it, not even a sur{aoesrstihrent - wcnrld have to be nrpported by very solid
argurnents indeed. It is difficult herc b s€e any trre of a genuinearg.,me",t.

Is this an instance of the dismissal genre? Again I see nothing that oould properly be called'recasting another's work in one's own terms', nothing that can 
'be'described 

as
misrepresentation.4 Bazell does use the erpressions 'baffling' and ,implausible,, which are
similar to ones whidr Mqi" takes strong exception to in my revilew, but sur*r expressions do notqualify either Bazell's review or mine for membership of the dismissal g*" * defined. One's
objection is not to thi implausibility as such, but io the cnmbinatioi of imprausibitiry and
f|€rtce of argument. The same kind of criticism is forcefully made in Hudson rgk tjoes this too
belong to the dismissal genre?):
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(19) i Any book, whether intnoductory or not, should show how the analyses have

been arrived at [...]. But in IFG it is hard to find any Passage whidr slggests
that the arnlyses presented are at all problematic, less still any which
attempt to justify these analyses in relation to the altematives whidt are
available. (p.7%)

i i nor is there any attempt to anticipate predictable objections to the less
standard analyses (p. 798)

iii There are rumy plaes in [FG] where lHalliday] makes a daim whidt I, for
one, w:ts ompletety trnable either to agree with or to disagree with because
the categories @ncerned were so vaguely defined that I could not reliably
iderrtify instances of them. [...] those of us who can't easily pick out the parts
of a clause which define 'what it is going to be abor'rt', or its 'point of
departure' are simply trnable to decide whether any of his daims about
thernes are right orwrcng. What ooutd one give as a counterexample? (p. 798)

Martin's response to this kind of criticism appears to be otrtrage. He asks 'what is to be dane, in

the face of ieviews of this kind, by way of reply?' He zuggests that 'one option would be to
simply ignore these rcviews, refusing to engage in debate with this order of reappropriation and
misiepresentation'. But where is the reappropriation and misrepresentation in saying that

categories in the work under review are not clearly explicated and that analyses are not

supported by linguistic argumentation? Take, for example, the specific point raised by Bazell, a

distinguished and independent-minded scholar. In

(20) i Diiln't Sir Aistopher Wren builil flris gazdo?
i i Did Sir Aristoph* Wren not builil this gaz&o?

iii Diil Sir Christopher Wrar build this gaz&o?

(ii), under Halliday's analysis, has the same Theme as (iii) but a different Theme than (i),

whereas in terms of meaning it belongs with (i) rather than (iii). Was it improper for Bazell to
ask for explanation and evidence? Martin drooses to describe my reference to 'the unanswered
criticisms of Bazell' as 'baiting', as a 'lure', but he offers no re:$on - beyond the completely
unsubstantiated implication of reappropriation and misrepresentation - for regarding the
criticisrn as not wotth answering.

I think it is fair to say that bafflement, an inabiliry to understand dearly what is being said, is

a not uncommon reaction arnong non-systernicists to Halliday's writings. I do not think it
reasonable or productive to respond to this reaction with the animosity so evident in
Matthiessen & Martin 1991, Martin79F.2 and Martin & MatthiessenT992: the time and energy
spent on personal attacks might have been much more huitfully directed to producing a
constructive answer to the questions and criticjgns raised.

2. Martin & Matthiessen's 
'Brief note'

ln their reply to my 1991 paper, Martin & Matthiessen have drosen to restrict themselves to
,commenting bridly on a few of the rhetorical ploys' I ascribe to their position; this seems to me
a sad reflection of their priorities, but it hardly cornes as a zurprise after their 1991 paper. ln
view of this focus and limiaticr, however, I do not think that any worthwhile purpose wottld be

sen'ed by replying to it point by point. lnstead, I will offer, as it were, a sample reply,
examining iust the first issue they deal with - the simplicity and obviousness of their 1991
answer to the question raised in my 1988 review of IFG conceming the status of the adjectival
glcuP.

I had commented on their use of such terms as 'simple' and 'of cours€' to belittle the critic
(1991:125), and Martin & Matthiessen now quote from this as follows:

(21) Matthiessen & Martin certainly give the impression of being more interested in {ying
to belifrle the critic than in answering the criticisms. They frequently use exprcssiors
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zuch as 'simple' or 'of course' to trigger derogatory implicatures ... I do not believe that
this is a fitting way to cnnduct a debate in an academic purnal: abuse is not an
acceptable substitute for reasoned argument.

The part of my text suppressed from the place where the zuspension points appear is as follows:

(22) and in a ouple of places they descend to what can only be described as a level of
abuse: 'Halliday's interpretation of Subirt in English differs strarply from the
traditiqral notjon and more rcc€nt notions and, predictably, Huddleston obFcts'
(Str.3.2), where the'predictably' implicates that I am objecting simply because the
interpretation is new and different, or - more explicitly - 'the pathology of
Huddleston's critique (i.e. if an idea is new and different it must be bad)'
(s I I .4 .1 . ( i i )  (3 ) ) .

Suppression of this part of my text drastically distorts the interpretation of the passage
following the suspension points. As it stands, (21) conveys that I characterised the use of
'simple' and 'of clcurse' as abuse, whereas it is dear from the text I wrcte that the drarge of abuse
applies just to the two cases mentioned in (22). Similarly in (21) the 'this' will be interpreted as
referring to the frequent use of such erpressions as'simple' and 'of @urse' to trigger derogatory
implicatures, whereas in the original the reference cnrcially and centrally indudes the descent
into abuse. I submit that it is quite improper to use suspension points to suppress material that is
so essential to the crrrrect interpretation of the quoted passage.s

The instance of 'simple' and 'of course' that Martjn & Matthiessen seek to justify occlrs in (23),
their response (7997:24) to (241, from Huddleston (1988:14,4):

(23) Given Halliday's recognition of the adverbial group, Huddleston finds it strange that
there is no adiectival gtoup in the grammar. The simple answer is that of oourse there
is an adiectival group; it is a kind of nominal group, with an adjective as Head, iust as
the 'zubstantival' group is a kind of nominal goup with a'substantive'as Head:
Huddleston's puzzle is just a matter of delicacy.

(24) A related puzzle is that although Halliday has a category of adverbial group, he no
longer has an adjectival goup. Thus wherpas in earlier work the predicative
complements of slre is wy brilliant and slre is a genius belonged to different dasses,
adlectival group and 4ominal group, they are now both assigned to the nomirnl grcup
dass, the difference being a matter of their stnrcture: vry brilliant has the structure
Epithet (filled by what is presumably an adirctival word omplex with a B^a
stnrcture), while a gmius has the stnrcture Deictic^Thing. No erplanation is offered
for this very unorthodox analysis. And given that adjertive'headed expressions
display a richer stnrcture than adverbheaded ones, it is strange that we should have
an adverbial goup but not an adFrctival group. One incjdental oons€quenoe is that the
difference in the tneatrnent acrorded to twy gatly [...] acording as [it is] ftrnctioning
in dause structure [as in tlre stant uns simmering very gmtlg, where it is an adverbial
groupl or within a nominal group [as in dre vty gmtlg simmdng slanr, where it is not a
grouP but a word complexl has no parallel in the adjectival are*rt aery brilliant is
treated alike with respect to its rank assignment in slre is wy brilliant md a tny
brilliant student.

Martin & Matthiessen attempt to justify saylng that the answer was 'simple and obvious' by
quoting what they call 'the relevant sections' of IFG. Theh fi$t quotation is (25), whidr they
prcsent as 'Halliday's definition of groups':

(25) [The logical component] coNnes in at this point because a group is in sane sense
equivalent to a WORD COMPLEX - that is, a combination of words buitt up on the
basis of a particular logical relation. That is why it is called a GROUP (= 'group of
words')
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But this is certainly not Halliday's definition of group. He says here only that a group is IN

SOME SENSE equivalent to a word complex. The important point, however, that it is not wholly
equivalent to a word complex: if it were, there would be no need for the theory to distinguish
them. But distinguish them it dearly does: in a uery brilliant student, for example, vety
brilliant is a word cornplex but not a goup.

What I was Gcncerned with in the section from which (24) is taken is precisely the question of

how they are distinguished. Quotation (25) is not relevant to that question; the following
passage from p. 192, however, is crucial, though Martin & Matthiessen fail to indude it among
'the relevant quotations':

(26) We said in Chapter 6 that a Foup - verbal grcupr adverbial glqrP, nominal gouP -

ould be interpreted as a WORD COMPLEX: that is to say, a Head word together with
other words that modify it. This is why the term GROUP carne to be used. It meant
'grotrp of words', or'word group'i and it zuggesb how the grcup no dcrbt errolved, by
expansion otrtwards from the word.

However, because of the very diverse ways in whidr phenomena can be
zubcategorized, gloups developed their own multivariate onstituent strtrcttrre, with
functional oonfigurations such as the Deictic + Numerative + Epithet + Classifier +
Thing of the nominal group in English. Treating the group simply as a 

'word omplex'
does not acount for all these variotrs aspects of its meaning. It is for this reason that
we recognize the group as a distinct rank in the gnmmar.

IFG provides multivariate structures for the nominal goup and the verbal g'oup, but not for the
adverbial group: this (given what Halliday says in the second paragraph of (25)) led me to ask
why we then need an adverbial goup in addition to an adverbial word complex - and to query
IFG's failure to recognise a category of adjectival group, given that 'adjective-headed

expressions display a richer structure than adverb-headed ones' (i.e. given that the case for
recognising a multivariate structure for adiective-headed expressions is somewhat gIeater than
it is for adverbheaded ones).

Martin & Matthiessen's second quotation, abbreviated in a way which does not affect the point
at issue, is from p. 115:

(27) The Attribute is realized as a nominal group, tlpically (though not obligatorily) one
that is indefinite; it has as Head a noun [as n loln is a p,oetl or an adjective [as in
furah is arr'se], but not a pronoun.

Notice, however, that Halliday here distinguishes the two realizations of the Attribute by
reference to the Head - whidr is an elernent in a univariate stnrcture. In the light of what he
says in (26) it is more important to consider how they wor,rld be distinguished in terrns of a
multivariate structure. From this point of view a more relevant passage t}l.an (27), but again one
which Martin & Matthiessen fail to quote, is the following frorn p.219:

(28) It shoutd be remembered that the cat€gory of nominal group indudes those having
adjective (Epithet) as Head, e.g. so big frlr,t un couldn't arry it

Epithet is a multivariate function, and thus (28) enables us to infer the difference in the
multivariate stmctures of the nominal groups with Attribute ftrnction n (271: a Wt is Deictic ^

Thing, urse is Epithet. Consider now the following examples:

(28) i They are wise peoPle
i i They are very wise peoPle

iii Theg are very wise
iv They spoke very wiselg

Wise people in (i) will have the structure Epithet ^ Thing. And so will wry wise people in (ii),

for aery does not have any multivariate function, but is simply tnivariate submodifier to wisei
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vty wise is thus an adjectival word ocmplex filling the multivariate Epithet function: it is not
an adFrtival gro-up. In tiii) the multivariate structure of the nominal group very wbe must -
given what Halliday says in (2S) - be just Epithet, and uery urse will again be an adjectival
word complex filling this Epithet fwrction. Very dw not enter directly ('immediately') into the
stnrcture of the nominal group: the group itself has a single element of stnrcttre , and vety enters
into the structure of the complex realising this element. ln (iv), however, vety wisily is m
adverbial group, having a stnrcture of two elements, one filled by ,ery, the other by wiiety. lt
yT this asymmetry between the treatsnent of (iii) and (iv) that I was questioning in my review;
it is no answe-r, simple or otherwise, to say that at secondary delicacy the nomirnl group aery
ur_ise is an adjectival g1oup, for this has no bearing on the asymmetry. es erptained in
Huddleston (1991:91), delicacy has nothing to do with the issue; I do not understand *fry Uartin
& Matthiessen return to this issue in their note on my reply without considering what I said
about it in that reply.

The extent of the asymmetry is not entirely clear because of IFG's inexplicitness about the
structure of groups like (30i), from (28):

(30) i so big that we couliln't carry it
i i so qui*ly tlut we couldn't crtch it

It is a curious fact that although IFG has 16 pages on the nominal goup they deal exclusively
with those that can occtr as subject or object (in the traditional sense of Uris ierm;: there is no
mention in this section of nominal groups that are (virtually) restricted to Attribute function,
like (30i) or veru ulse in (29iii). Indeed, on p. 173 Halliday says that Epithets ,do not normally
firnction as Head', whidr dearly doesn't hold for nominal groups in Attribute funaion.6 128)
aPPears in the section on embedding (rank strift), but a pvzz,hng featule of the disctrssion at this
Point is that the functions that can be filled by embedded elements are identified as Head and
Postrnodifier. These are univariate functions, whereas enrbedding is crucially a multivariate
phenomenon: one would have erpected them to be identified as Thing and er.ralifier.T What
then is the stmcture of (3Oi)? We know from {28) that it contains an Epithet. Brg obviously
belongs in the Epithet, but so too must so: there is no multivariate fun&on in noirinal group
stnrcture that it could be filling. What then of the Postmodifier fltat we couliln't carry itZ 

-l

think the only viable interpretation of p. 279 of IFG is that is Qtralifier. The first exampl6 given
of an embedded Posunodifier in nominal group stmcture is the relative clause in the-mai who
came to dinnq and this is a prototfpical Qualifier (cf. p. 157): (28) implies that the embedding
in (30i) is of the same kind. By this reasoning the stnrcture of (30i) witt Ue Epithet ^ 

eualifiei
with the Epithet filled by an adjectival word crcmplex and the Qualifier by an embedded clause.
The bracketing of elements in (30ii), however, is different: while (i) hai a birnry stmcture at
the first layer, (ii) has a ternary one, Modifier ^ Head ^ Postnnodifier.8 Evidence and argument
are needed to suPPort this difference in the c\cnstituent bracketing of adjectival and adverbial
expressions: again, Martin & Matthiessen's 'simple and obvious answer' does not address the
problem.

The third and final 'relevant section' Martin & Matthiessen quote is an exc€rpt from the word
dass taxqromy grver cr p. 191 of IFG:

(31)

nominals
adjective
nr.uneral
determiner

The reader is meant to infer on the basis of 'this grouping of adjectives and ,substantivesn as
different dasses at the head of the nominal group' that the zubciasses of nominal groups with
adjectives and substantives as Head are respectively adFctival and substantival gtoups. This
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seetns to me an unreasonable expectation. Note in the first instance that 'substantive' is Martin
& Matthiessen's tem: Halliday speaks of 'nouns'. Since there is no established adjective
derived from noun other than nomitul, the terminology in (31) is not designed to encourage the
reader to constmct a set of secnndary delicacy categories like adjectivat group. Secondly, and
more importantty, if one considers (31) in the context of the whole figure from whidt it is
extracted, it becomes clear that it doesn't support an interPretation where categories in the
second column are different classes functioning at head in a group of the dass shown in the first
coltnnn. The remainder of IFG's Figure 6?5is as follows:

(32)

verba,s< :I,*li?:"
\preposition

adverbiars <adverb-qttundim

Prepositions don't firnction as Head in verbal gtoups, nor onjunctions in adverbials grotrps. The
fact that nouns, adjectives, determiners and numerals can function as Head in nominal gouP
stnrcture is thus incidental: it is not inferrable from IFG's Figure &25. The figure oomes right at
the close of the chapter on gtoup and phrase structure. The bulk of the drapter deals with
nominal groups and verbal gtoups, but there is also a section on adverbial, preposition and
conjunction groups; these last two are quite minor categories, and the reader would naturally
assurne that if explicit attention was devoted to them the set of group categories had been
exhaustively crcvered.

The fact is that nowhere in IFG does Halliday mention a category of adjectival grouP or suggest
that we should set up secondary delicacy groups to cater for differences in the dass of the Head.
Martin & Matthiessen's claim that - owing to'the intrusion of competing agendas' - I have

misrepresented Halliday in this matter is quite baseless.9 It is not me who has misrepresented
Halliday, it is Martin & Matthiessen. By pres€nting (25) as Halliday's definition of group and
suppressing (25) they obliterate Halliday's distinction between grouP and word cunplex - how
does this differ from what Martin calls 'co-optive reduction'? Their account of Halliday's
distinction between nominal gloups with nouns and adjectives as Head is based solely on (27),

omitting the crucial structural difference brought out in (28) - and they cooptively replace
Halliday's 'noun' with 'substantive'. They take (31) out of context and give it an interpretation
which it doesn't have in the text from which it is taken. And, finally, they write:

(33) It seerned to us when twiting ow rcply that anyone reading Halliday 1985 with a
view to finding o.rt his positiqr qr adFcival gro.rps otrld deduce frcn passages sudt
as these [i.e. (25), (27), md (31)J ttrat groups of adirtives (adjectival glouPs) were a
subt)"e of grurps of nqurs (nqninal gmrps)

This oontinues the terminological oooption: they use'no'm'not in Halliday's sense, but for what

he calls'nominal'. But they also equate adixtival grouPs with groups of adjectives, and nominal
groups with groups of nouns. Nominal groups lke tny nnsc in (29iii) or so big tlut ute ouldn't

arry it, however, are not groups of nominals (to use Halliday's terminology), btrt groups with a

nominal as Head - and even if Halliday does in fact analyse them at seocndary delicacy as
adjectival groups this could onrly be interpreted as sapng that they arc grcuPs with adjectives as
Head, not that they are groups of adjectives. It is diffictrlt to imagine a more serious and
thorough misrepresentation of Halliday's concept of group than Martin & Matthiessen have
given us here.
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Footnotes

I Martin also mentions the textual analysis given in the section 'Thematic interpretation of a
text' at the end of the drapter on Theme and related mafters (IFG:&47); this section, however,
is concemed with tracing the successive Themes in the text to reveal the ,method of
development', rather than with the erplication of what it means for something to be Theme.
The curcept of '@nctm' does neverttreless appear here too in the ooncluding senterlc.'c ,we can gain
an insight into [the text's] texture and understand how the writer made clear to us the nattre of
his underlying onoerns'.

2 fn pa"tic.ttar it could not be excused on the grounds of time limitations: the finat version of
!1ce of reply' was not submitted urrtil February 192, well after ttre app€arancE of Huddleston
191. Time was found to work on the Martin & Matthiessen paper, deiling with such relatively
minor matters as the isstre of whether they had been justified iir uSng the term ,simple,.

3 A second reason why Halliday rejais the Torpic-Conrrnent terminology is that Topic ,tends to be
used as a cover term for two conc€pts that are functionally distinct, onri Ueit g thaf of Theme and
the other being that of Given': this relates to the issue dinrssed above and Joes not bear on that
of 'metafunctional restriction'. Note, moreover, that that the confusion between or conflation of
two conc€Pts is not confined to those who use the 'topic<nmmenf terminology: Martin himself
notes that 'Firbas's 196/;2ffi translation of Mathesius's proposed definition of Theme clearly
beats Theme as a combination of what Halliday s€parates as independent variables, Theme and
Given: "[the theme] is that whidr is known or at least obvious in the given sittration and from
whidr the speaker proceeds"'.

|^I{idlt would deny. that first position scnstitutes a definition of Theme (cf., for example,
]-ee!,Se], but that point is not made in the paper Bazell was reviewing; here Halliday *,.it",
(1970:161): 'The theme of a dause is the element whidr, in English, is pui in first position,, and it
is nahrral in the context to interpr€t this as a definition

5 Anoth"t case where essendial materiat is improperly suppressed from a quotation occurs in
Martin 1992:S2.3:

i Fries' paper, entitled 'On the stahrs of Theme in Englistr: arguments from
discoutse' is item 13 in Halliday's Bibliography, which Huddleston 1988:139
evaluates as making'no teferencr, or virtually none, b the literafure, either
ftrnctional or formal'

what I da (in the context of rernarking that I did not think IFG would do as much as one crculd
have hoped to increase the dialogue between ftnctional and formal linguistics) was:

i i Moteover, there is no referenoe, or virtually none, to the literature, either
functional or formal - only a selective bibliography of 'works relating
ditectly to the interpretation of Englistr in a systemic-functional framework,

I was here making the standard distinction between referring to works in the text (with a list of
references at the errd giving bibliographical details) and giving a bibliography. What I said in
{ii) is tme: there is thus no reference in the text of IFG to the work of Frieror anv other named
scholar on Theme. Suppression of the secrrnd half of (ii) teads to an inexcusable distortion of the
meaning.
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6 :Ihis limitation on the nominal group section illustrates what I referred to in my review oI IFG
(1988:137) as its'quite selective and uneven' coverage; this was intended as a neutrd description
(rather than a criticism: the book is an introduction, not a comPrehmsive grammar), but

Matthiessen & Martin found it'r.urproductively negative' and untme.

7 As observed in Huddleston (1991:94), Halliday does not provide a multivariate stnrcture for

the adverbial group, but the fact that it can o)ntain embedded dauses crculd be regarded as

evidence that it does have a multivariate stmchrre

8 For (i) to have a temary stnrcture, it would be neoessary to treat the embedded dause as part of

the Epithet, i.e. to say ttrat the nominal group had a single element of structure Epithet,

realised by a B^c^B stnrcttrre. This wor,rld r',equire, howevet, that we allow an ernbedded dause to

function in the stmcture of a word complex, whidr is exduded by what is said on p. 219 and also
(as argued in Huddleston 1991:88) by the theory of rank and complex structue.

9 Again, I was not the only reviewer to @mment on the lack of an adjectival gouP in IFG - d.
Morfiy (1985:188); Would Martin & Matthiessen want to say that Morley too was suffering from

an inability to s€e the obviotrs brought on by the intmsion of competing agendas?
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